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ScriptLog
● tool for exploring the on-line process of writing
● keeps a record of all events on the keyboard, the ordinal position, and their 

temporal distribution. You can then derive the “linear” text with its temporal 
patterning, pauses and editing operations

● includes several facilities for setting up writing experiments and analysing 
the recordings

● offers integration with eye tracking equipment, making it possible to study 
eye movements during text writing

● developed together with Åsa Wengelin (GU) and Victoria Johansson (LU)
● development funded by The Crafoord Foundation and SRC
● lineage back to early 90’s



Quick demo

1. record
2. replay
3. raw data



Features: elicitation

through pictures 
and/or text



Features: triple task

intervention, 
reaction 
time, activity 
report



Features: text manipulation
Hide and/or manipulate
text as it is being 
written



Features: eye-tracking

simultaneous 
replay of 
writing log 
and eye 
tracking 
fixations + 
word gaze 
detection



Video

replay of text + eye tracking fixation + word 
gaze detection



Features: setups
possible to run several 
different experiment 
types in succession



Features: statistics



Features: linear vs final text



Features: process graphs

(requires integration with Inputlog)



What can ScriptLog do for research?
● show the process behind the finished text: What 

happened? How demanding was it?
● show pauses that can indicate increased work load: In 

what contexts did the writer need extra thinking?
● show editing patterns: What was erased? And when?
● produce knowledge on written language production: 

Is it similar to speech?
● produce knowledge on individual writers and where 

they are in development process



Research

example of research:
handwriting vs typing
writer’s profiles
what are people erasing? at different ages?
dyslexia: compare linear vs final







13 years

15 years

17 years





Features: linear vs final text



Additional features

● Robustness (field tested in classroom 
environments)

● Keystroke accuracy: 3ms (reported by Frid 
et al 2012, SigWriting in Porto)

● Java: multi-platform (win, lin, mac)
● future plans: think aloud, linguistic analysis 

of text, chat recording



Features: S-notation

(requires integration with Inputlog)


